GERMANY TO RETALIATE

Cruiser Maryland and Some Important Apparatus to be Used in Case Divers For F-4 Need Special Treatment

Mexico is Making More Trouble For U. S. on the Border

PRISONERS IN ENGLAND SAID BADLY TREATED

Tunstall Declares Reprisals In Order Because British Dis-positions of Captured German Submarines

ITALIAN OFFICERS GET PRISONERS IN JAPAN, SAYS MORGAN

NAVAL MILITIA AND "POLITICS" BILLS PASSED

Senate Hears Frank Statement—Senator Isi Among Nationalist Societies

China Will Not Submit to Loss of Sovereignty

New Plans for China's Development

China will not submit to loss of sovereignty and has decided to take active measures for the independence and interest of the nation. This was announced by the Chinese government, which has taken over the control of the Chinese Nationalist Societies, a large body of Chinese people who have been active in the support of the Nationalist government.

The Chinese government has decided to take measures to ensure the independence and interest of the nation. It has announced that it will not submit to loss of sovereignty and will take active measures to defend China's interests.

NAVY

The Chinese government has also announced that it will take measures to reinforce its navy. It has decided to increase the size of its fleet and to improve its naval capabilities.

The Chinese government has announced that it will take measures to increase the size of its fleet and to improve its naval capabilities. It has also announced that it will take measures to reinforce its navy.

JAPAN IS THREATENING TO END NEGOTIATIONS

Minister Hiko Fails to Move Yuen and Aide

The Japanese government announced that it will not submit to the demands of the United States and that it will not continue negotiations.

The Japanese government has announced that it will not submit to the demands of the United States and that it will not continue negotiations. It has also announced that it will not accept any terms that are not in the interest of Japan.

BISHOP BASHFORD

Well-Known Churchman, Comments on Critical Situation

Suggests Public Await Official Statement

Bishop Bashford, a well-known churchman, has commented on the critical situation. He has suggested that the public await an official statement from the government.

Bishop Bashford, a well-known churchman, has commented on the critical situation. He has suggested that the public await an official statement from the government.

ALL READY NOW FOR BILLS TO COME

Bills for Work of Salvaging Lost Submarines

Bills have been passed for work of salvaging lost submarines. The bills will be used to fund the necessary work.

Bills have been passed for work of salvaging lost submarines. The bills will be used to fund the necessary work.

VINCENT ASTOR VISITS HAWAII BUILDING; WILL VOYAGE HERE

Scion of Many Millions Hopes to Bring Pacific Yacht

In Near Future

Vincent Astor, scion of many millions, hopes to bring a Pacific yacht. He has expressed his interest in building a yacht and has indicated that he will do so in the near future.

Vincent Astor, scion of many millions, hopes to bring a Pacific yacht. He has expressed his interest in building a yacht and has indicated that he will do so in the near future.

TURKISH CONCENTRATION CAMPS

In Concentration Camps in Turkey

Turkish concentration camps are being used to intern Allied prisoners of war.

Turkish concentration camps are being used to intern Allied prisoners of war.

NEUTRAL SHIPS CANNOT SECURE EARLY HEARING

Appeal for Early Hearing

An appeal has been made for early hearing in the case of a neutral ship that has been seized by the United States.

An appeal has been made for early hearing in the case of a neutral ship that has been seized by the United States.

SMART CONTEST IS APPARENTLY ALL SET UP

The situation in Hawaii is apparently all set up for a smart contest.

The situation in Hawaii is apparently all set up for a smart contest.

GERMANS RESUME ATTACK ON SUBMARINE

German Submarines Resume Attack on U. S. Forces

Germany has resumed its attack on U. S. forces and has launched a series of attacks on the United States.

Germany has resumed its attack on U. S. forces and has launched a series of attacks on the United States.

PRESIDENT IN CHINA

China's President Visits Moscow

China's president has visited Moscow and has discussed the situation with Soviet leaders.

China's president has visited Moscow and has discussed the situation with Soviet leaders.

HINO

Japan's Minister of Foreign Affairs

Japan's minister of foreign affairs has given an interview. He has stated that Japan will not submit to the demands of the United States.

Japan's minister of foreign affairs has given an interview. He has stated that Japan will not submit to the demands of the United States.